Super committee is a super failure

Between the lines

"It is this partisan paralysis and political cowardice that I think is defining Washington," New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg.

"I will veto any effort to get rid of those automatic spending cuts domestic and defense spending," President Obama

ACTUALLY, THE "S" STANDS FOR "SINKING SHIP"

By Randy Bish, Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, Courtesy Caglecartoons.com

Talking points

1. Congress is no super hero in cutting the deficit. Check your newspaper to see how the "super committee" flop and automatic spending cuts could affect your community.

2. Find editorials and cartoons dealing with the federal deficit.

3. Find out who approved creating the committee and what they are saying now.

Additional resources

More by Randy Bish
http://www.cagle.com/author/randy-bish/

More by Jerry Holbert
http://www.cagle.com/author/jerry-holbert/

Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com/

By Jerry Holbert, The Boston Herald, Courtesy Caglecartoons.com